
Expression of Interest
Recruitment of People with Lived and Living Experience via the VMIAC Consumer Register

VMIAC is excited to collaborate with your organisation to drive systemic change in Victoria's mental
health system using the expertise of people with lived and living experience. We invite you to complete
this EOI form to learn more about your opportunity.

Please note that all requests for consumer engagement require a minimum of 20 business days' notice
from the date of the first planned event. 

How to complete this form

This form takes about 10-15 minutes to complete, depending on the complexity of the consumer
engagement. 

If you require assistance to complete this form, please contact the Consumer Register team on (03) 9380
3900 or email consumerregister@vmiac.org.au.

Please click on the "Next" button below to proceed.

When does this opportunity begin? (If the opportunity requires a written response, please select a 
date that is at least two weeks before the written response is due.) *

Day Month Year

Section 1: About the Opportunity
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Opportunity description: *

This opportunity requires the following lived/living experience (tick all that apply):
identifies as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
identifies as culturally and linguistically diverse
identifies as LGBTIQA+
Identifies as living with a disability (apart from a psychosocial disability)
identifies as neurodiverse
older persons (60 and above)
young persons (16 to 25 years)
lived/living experience workforce
family violence
forensic mental health
involuntary treatment
men’s health and wellbeing
trauma
women’s health and wellbeing
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Opportunity Category

VMIAC and Tandem use the following categories and payment scales for opportunities.

When selecting the payment rate, please include non-contact time that may be required, such as travel
time and preparatory tasks (e.g. pre-readings). 

Category Involve Collaborate/Empower

 Examples

Workshops, focus groups,
interviews, committee membership
& appearance, working groups,
storytelling

Steering groups, roles on advisory
groups or committees, co-design
team members, policy and service
design

Explanation 

Participation involves working in a
setting that ensures lived/living
experience insight and suggestions
for change are understood, taken on
board, reflected on, and co-created

Voice of lived/living experience
listened to, respected, and
incorporated; to have shared
authority in the decision-making
space; to assist in the development
of solutions and alternatives; to be
a source of advice; and to have final
say on how reform should be
implemented

Payment
(inclusive of
travel costs)

$175 half day (under 4 hours)
$350 full day (4-8 hours) 

$218 half day (under 4 hours)
$435 full day (4-8 hours) 

Please select the category that best describes your opportunity. You may select more than one if 
the opportunity comprises multiple events. *

Involve
Collaborate/empower
 

Opportunity Events

How many discrete events (e.g. meetings/workshops) are relevant to this opportunity? *

Please use this space to provide further details on the lived/living experience required. If there are 
exclusions (e.g. someone who works at a service that is being reviewed) please list who cannot 
participate in this activity. 
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Are selected participants expected to attend all the events listed above? *
Yes
No
It is preferred, but not expected
 

When can we expect a confirmation of all event dates? Please note that we require 20 business 
days' notice to promote an event. This provides consumers with sufficient time to consider their 
availability and organise their schedules to enable participation. 

Opportunity Description

Please describe the opportunity in the space provided below. The description provided will be used in to
promote the opportunity to consumers.

It would be helpful to indicate:

1. which Royal Commission recommendation this opportunity relates to (e.g. Recommendation 27.3)
2. how this opportunity relates to the Royal Commission recommendation; and 
3. if the opportunity is related to changes in policy / services / governance.

In describing the opportunity, we encourage the use of language that is accessible to a diverse audience
and speaks to consumer interests. We find that accessible language helps increase consumer
understanding and interest in the opportunity. 

Is peer support required for this engagement? Please note that VMIAC provided peer support is a 
fee-for-service and subject to availability. *

Yes, we would like VMIAC to provide peer support if possible.
No, we are engaging a third party to provide peer support.
Unsure, we require guidance from VMIAC.
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Will content warning / consent forms be provided for this engagement? *
Yes, content warning documentation will be provided.
Yes, consent forms will be provided.
Unsure, we require guidance from VMIAC.

Section 2: Contact Information

Name of contact person *

First Name Last Name

Consumer Safety

Preferred pronouns

Email *

example@example.com

Consumer Selection Process

Do you have a preference for your involvement in the consumer selection process? The process 
does not need to be confirmed at this stage, and can be discussed with VMIAC. *

We prefer VMIAC to lead the entire selection process.
We prefer VMIAC to provide us with a shortlist of relevant consumers and to complete the final 
selection stage ourselves.
We prefer to lead the entire selection process.
Unsure, we require guidance from VMIAC.

Post-Engagement Plans
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Does this opportunity include evaluation and/or feedback activities for participants to encourage 
shared ownership?

Yes
No
Unsure, we require further guidance from VMIAC

Are there processes to communicate to participants, individually or via VMIAC, on how their 
contribution is being used and/or its impacts?

Yes
No
Unsure, we require further guidance from VMIAC

Phone Number *

Please enter a valid phone number.

We require a minimum of 20 business days' notice from the date of the first engagement. 

People with lived and living experience often lead complex lives with many competing demands for their
time.

By offering sufficient notice, consumers will be able to make necessary preparations and organise their
lives to attend this engagement opportunity.

We are unable to proceed with your EOI via this webform at this time.

We encourage you to contact the VMIAC Engagement Team at consumerregister@vmiac.org.au for a
further discussion.

Role *

Name of project/program related to this engagement *

Is there anything else you would like to share with us? (e.g. if you have a preferred recruitment 
process, or a requirement to speak with shortlisted consumers prior to confirming their 
participation)
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Section 3: Invoicing Information

Payment paperwork (e.g. invoices and payment forms) will be sent to the individual named below. Please 
ensure that they have the appropriate level of authority for approving payments.

Name of authorising officer *

First Name Last Name

Email of authorising officer *

example@example.com
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